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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

LD2011X/LD2011XEX 

[2007-2014 Chevrolet Silverado, Suburban, and Tahoe/ GMC Sierra, Yukon, 
and Yukon XL with Less Brackets] 

1. For any combination style lock, it is a good idea to set the combination before installing the safe. We

recommend that the combination be set with the DOOR OPEN in order to test the lock combination

effectively without locking yourself out.

2. Clear out the contents of the center console for now, including the factory mat at the bottom of the

console.

3. Remove the 4 screws that are holding down the center console.

4. Insert the lid assembly diagonally with the lock facing forward towards the dash, then turn the lid

assembly inside the console so that the outline matches with the console compartment outline (see

images on back for exact orientation).

5. With the lid OPEN, insert the right-side bracket first (this is the side with the USB cable), then the left

side bracket (see images on back for side descriptions)

a. Once the sides are inserted over the bolts on each side of the lid assembly, apply the LOCK'ER

DOWN provided nuts to each of the four bolts.

6. After the left and right brackets are inserted, insert the rear bracket (see image on back for reference)

a. To ensure this bracket is properly fit, make sure the insert is flush over the left rear factory

console screw hole, and use the FACTORY SCREW to fasten the bracket down.

7. After the rear bracket is installed, insert the front bracket (see image on back for reference)

a. To ensure this bracket is properly fit, make sure the insert in the bracket is flush over the front

left factory console screw hole, and use the FACTORY SCREW to fasten the bracket down.

8. Finally place the connector strap (see image on back for reference) to connect the front and the rear

brackets to each other and apply the LOCK'ER DOWN provided acorn nuts to each stud using the

7mm socket bit.

9. Using an IMPACT DRILL or SCREWDRIVER, apply the 4 self-tapping screws into each of the four

slots (2 on the bottom section of each bracket) and through the floor of the console.

10. Remove the padding from the bottom of the inside of the safe.

11. Tighten the screws and nuts, DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN, THIS COULD DAMAGE THE CONSOLE OR

SAFE!

12. Enjoy your purchase!
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